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ABSTRACT
The current state-of-the-art development technology in immersion lithography has successfully demonstrated resolutions down to 11 nm half pitch utilizing double or multiple patterning techniques (DPT or MPT). Even at these small feature sizes, the quality of the line edge roughness (LER) is observed excellent and within acceptable limits. The remaining challenges in applying MPT to 1x nm nodes are to have a realistic methodology for production worthy quality and quantity under acceptable cost.

Complementary lithography (or line cutting lithography) proposed by Intel utilizes the spacer quadrupling (sidewall method) to have the base grating patterns using 193-nm exposure tools. An additional step applying cutting lithography is usually done by optical or other lithographic means. Although this method requires unidirectional constraints to the IC design, the probability of success for lithography and patterning is very high.

Fabrication of the 1x-nm node using 193-nm exposure tools tends to place more stringent requirements on the overall exposure system. Not only is a very high accuracy needed in overlay and CDU at production process conditions, this is required at productivity levels that exceed normal single exposure conditions.
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DOUBLE PATTERNING: THE GOOD THE BAD AND THE UGLY. AN EDA PERSPECTIVE.
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ABSTRACT
Double patterning technologies have jumped from development groups to manufacturing teams for most sub 22nm processes. The introduction of such techniques has not been without challenges. However most of the minimum infrastructure has been put in place in time to allow design teams timely development of sub 22nm products.

Yet, there are several areas of improvement that remain to be investigated and optimized. This talk addresses the minimum infrastructure needed to design a double patterning compliant design, as well as the most common challenges that design teams face when trying to implement such techniques.

Data pertaining as to how design styles have been evolving and have facilitated the adoption of double patterning techniques will also be presented, as well as a look ahead of possible technologies that could be used to further reduce the number of iterations between physical design and manufacturing compliance checks.
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ABSTRACT
Multiple-patterning lithography (MPL) has the potential to be a multi-node solution for both FEOL and BEOL patterning. MPL may also have relevance in future EUV contexts. Multiple patterning steps give rise to a number of graph coloring-centric optimizations such as pattern splitting and mask coloring assignment. Multi-modal distributions of variation have implications for characterization flows and signoff analyses. Throughout the design enablement stack – from design rule definition, to cell library design, to automatic place-and-route, to performance margins for signoff – MPL brings the specter of disruption.

Thus far, MPL enablement has naturally been biased toward “transparency” and “expediency”: flexible (“LELE”) design rules have carried the day in 20nm BEOL; cell library design still imposes relatively few demands for substantial new intelligence in placers and routers; etc. The question is whether short-term “transparency” and “expediency” will have left too much on the table, should MPL turn out to be a long-term, multi-node technology. In this talk, I will suggest some directions to investigate for recovery of missed value from MPL patterning technology in a multi-node future.
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**ABSTRACT**
The steeply increasing price and difficulty of the mask technology make the multiple e-beam maskless lithography (MEBML2) a more preferable solution than the mask-based optical lithography, such as double patterning by using ArF immersion lithography and extreme ultra-violet lithography when going beyond the 32-nm half-pitch (HP) node. Electron beam direct writing provides extremely high resolution without jeopardy from masks, but the low productivity of traditional single beam systems makes it unacceptable for mass manufacturing even after over 3 decades of development. Considering production efficiency, the throughput of lithography tools should be in the order of 10 wafers per hour (WPH) per square meter of floor space as compared to that of an ArF scanner. Several groups have proposed different MEBML2 approaches, by multiplying either Gaussian beams, variable shape beams or character projections, to drastically increase the throughput. The maturing MEMS technology and electronic control technology enable precise control of more than ten thousands or even millions of electron beamlets, writing in parallel. Without the mask constraint, the exposure can be made by continuously scanning across the entire wafer diameter as long as the ultra-high speed data rate can be supported. Hence a much slower scan speed is required and therefore a small tool footprint is achievable.

The MAPPER Pre-Alpha Tool, composed of a 110-beam 5-keV column and a 300-mm wafer stage within a vacuum chamber of 1.3x1.3m² footprint, has been installed and operational for process development in the advanced Giga-Fab cleanroom environment. By sending the pre-treated optical data to the corresponding photodiode of each blanker, each beam writes its own features independently in raster scan mode. Resolution beyond 30-nm HP resolution for both C/H and L/S by using chemical amplified resist has been demonstrated. Applying proper e-beam proximity corrections (EPC), the 20-nm node test circuit layout has been successfully patterned. The future upgrade by a new electron-optics column, containing more than 10-thousands beamlets and each beamlet projecting 7x7 sub-beams, will achieve throughput at 10 WPH of 32-nm HP node wafers by a single chamber, and 100WPH by clustering 10 chambers.

If the productive MEBML2 carries out, it will greatly change the concepts of lithography process and design from the current double patterning for 32nm HP and beyond nodes. First, the cycle time will be largely reduced by saving mask making and reducing double patterning to single patterning for all critical layers. It has the opportunity of quickly modifying the EPC model or even directly correcting vulnerable layout hotspots when found, without the headache of retooling the expensive mask. Then owing to its high resolution, the restricted design rules due to the limitation of optical lithography or double patterning will be removed. But some new rules may be added in considerations of the writing approaches and the stitching effect among the massive beams, which may not be avoided and needs some smart ways to take good care of. The extremely high data rate, >10TB per second, requires new file format and hardware specification of the data path inside the tool. The off-line data preparation such as logic operation and EPC may become bottleneck if keeping nowadays speed. Accelerated computing solutions by software and hardware are essential.
Figure 1 The resolution test of the MAPPER Pre-Alpha tool with 25-nm spot size using CAR resist. Ignoring the resist collapse at 26- and 24-nm HP line/space, the ultimate resolution at 22-nm HP for both CH and LS has marginally been demonstrated. Further shrinking the beam size can readily resolve these pitches and even resolve smaller pitches.
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E-Beam Direct Write (EBDW) Options for Sub-20 nm Lithography: Multiple Technology Choices and the Impact on Design
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ABSTRACT
The trend to constantly shrinking device geometries embodied by Moore’s Law is well known throughout the industry. In recent years, the explosion in development and manufacturing costs with decreasing geometry size has become equally well known. For the newest lithography options below 20 nm it has been suggested that the true limitations facing the industry are economic, not technological: we can build them, but can we afford them?

One key component in any cost analysis, especially for Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV) or multiple exposures using 193 nm immersion, is the cost of the masks, not just the actual masks used to produce volume products but also the hundreds of critical masks that are consumed in research, process development, device prototyping and re-spins required for various reasons. Maskless technologies such as EBDW have often been proposed as a cost-effective alternative to the most expensive mask based options, but the painful truth is that the throughput of the best EBDW tools today is measured in wafers per day, not the many tens of wafers per hour (WPH) required for volume production. Over the years many suppliers have proposed faster EBDW tools, typically based on arrays of thousands of electron beams writing simultaneously. The leading candidates have even produced pre-alpha tools which are currently generating valuable learning. While promising, none of these options is ready for production yet.

Other EBDW options have also been discussed, ranging from just a few wafers per hour to replace the large number of non-production reticles, to low tens of WPH tools to augment mask based technologies for specific patterns. One option worth discussing is printing perfect arrays of one-dimensional lines and spaces with a conventional exposure tool, possibly enhanced through self-aligned double patterning (SADP) or directed self-assembly (DSA), then using the e-beam tool simply to cut the lines. This approach can enable greatly increased throughput on EBDW tools with specific architectures, and could also be used to print contact layers at reasonable speeds.

In this paper we will consider the tradeoffs between the various EBDW options under consideration, and discuss how these options impact design and layout – and how EBDW aware design can greatly accelerate the adoption of these cost containment options.
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E-beam Direct-Write and EDA
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ABSTRACT
The high resolution of E-beam lithography makes it one of the contenders at the leading edge of deep submicron lithography. Various companies are developing tools that overcome the issue of scaling e-beam direct-write lithography to the high-volume demands of mass production. What does it mean to EDA (electronic design automation)?

EDA’s primary objective is the creation of the designs that are transferred to the wafer. EDA also provides tools for process development, device characterization, as well as tools that correct for inadequacies of the manufacturing process and prepare the data for the lithography equipment. New lithographic technologies create challenges and opportunities in all of those areas.

This talk gives an overview of the impact of e-beam direct-write lithography on EDA. The primary focus is on the infrastructure for proximity correction and data preparation, but it also touches upon related issues, such as process modeling and the impact on design.
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ABSTRACT
ArF lithography uses 193nm illumination to project the image of a mask containing circuit patterns onto the wafer. It has been the mainstay of leading-edge integrated circuit manufacturing technologies for several process generations. However, now the feature size and pitches that are required to be defined to continue Moore’s Law scaling are proving to be outside the reach of conventional ArF lithography.

In response, two leading approaches have been developed by lithographers: a) extension of ArF lithography through the use of process tricks like double patterning, and b) using EUV lithography with a lower wavelength of 13.5nm. Both approaches have their advantages and limitations and are the subject of intense research and development currently.

EUV lithography brings several powerful advantages to the table – it greatly simplifies layout and has the potential for simplifying design rules and limitations related to Optical Proximity Correction. It eliminates or reduces a lot of the complications that double patterning causes including layout restrictions and drawing layers required to represent the desired layout. However, the physics and chemistry of EUV lithography introduces several new concerns especially related to CD variability that are of great interest to the device and circuit designer. Moreover, EUV lithography has formidable practical engineering challenges for high volume manufacturing that are still being worked on.

ArF double patterning and EUV lithography present two drastically different options for meeting the scaling needs of future process technologies. They drive dramatically different choices in design rules, patterning tradeoffs and impacts to device architecture, circuit design and layout. It is crucial for the device and circuit designer to understand what these upcoming technologies bring to the table so that in concert with the lithographer, they can make the right decisions to accommodate their advantages and disadvantages into the chip planning cycle appropriately.

In this paper, the current status of EUV lithography will be examined, as well as the key advantages and disadvantages of the technique from the point of view of the device, circuit and layout.
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ABSTRACT
The limited extensibility of double patterning, along with design challenges and significant increases to mask set costs and cycle time, provide foundries with motivations to consider alternative lithographic technologies. One such alternative with substantial potential for extensibility is EUV lithography. Significant improvements in EUV source power will be required to bring EUV lithography costs below those of double patterning. Many other aspects of EUV lithographic technology, such as equipment reliability and stability, need to mature for effective use of EUV lithography in manufacturing. EUV resists will have adequate performance for initial use in logic, but will require improvement for later nodes. EUV mask making and handling, particular concerns for foundries, also need improvement. Fully exploiting the resolution potential of EUV lithography will require commensurate advances in metrology.
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EUV PATTERN CORRECTION FOR 56 NM METAL PITCH
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ABSTRACT
For the logic generations of the 15 nm node and beyond, the printing of pitches around 56 nm are needed. For EUV lithography to replace ArF-based multi-exposure techniques, it is required to print these patterns in a single exposure process. The most aggressive pitch is likely to be found on the lower metallization levels. We introduce basic imaging needs for this device generation and use an experiment of a straight shrink of a 22 nm circuit as an example.

The \( k_1 \) factor is roughly 0.6 for 64 nm pitch at an NA of 0.25, and \( k_1 \sim 0.52 \) for 56 nm pitch. These \( k_1 \) numbers are of the same order at which model based OPC was introduced in KrF and ArF lithography a decade or so earlier. In previous work for the 22 nm node test devices using EUV we used a simple threshold OPC model without further resist model calibration. For 64 nm pitch at an NA of 0.25, the OPC becomes more important, and at 56nm pitch OPC becomes necessary. For 15nm node lithography, we resort to a full resist model calibration using tools that were adapted from conventional optical lithography. We use a straight shrink 22nm test layout to assess post-OPC printability of a metal layer at pitches at 64nm and 56nm, and we use this information to correct test layouts.
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EUV Lithography for 1X nm Device Manufacturing
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Abstract
EUVL lithography using high resolution step and scan systems operating at 13.5nm is being inserted in leading edge production lines for memory and logic devices. These tools use mirror optics and either laser produced plasma (LPP) or discharge produced plasma (DPP) sources along with reflective reduction masks to image circuit features. These tools show their capability to meet the challenging device requirements for imaging and overlay. Next generation scanners with resolution and overlay capability to produce 1X nm memory and logic devices are in preparation. Challenges remain for EUVL, the principal of which are increasing source power enabling high productivity, building a volume mask business encouraging rapid learning cycles, and improving resist performance so it is capable of sub 20nm resolution.
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